
PocketTransit for Sailfish version 1.2

What is PocketTransit for Sailfish?

Measuring the orientations of bedding planes, joint planes, intersection 
lineations, and a host of other features has occupied many generations of 
field geologists, surveyors, and mining engineers. Specialized field 
compasses have been developed for their use. The best instruments, called 
pocket transits, are able to measure both horizontal and vertical angles with 
precision and accuracy. By combining these two critical capabilities with a 
flexible recording scheme – the notebook -- an experienced professional can 
describe virtually any geological or engineering situation. 

WARNING: All smartphones create a strong magnetic field which 
must be properly calibrated. Test your smartphone under controlled 
circumstances to understand how it responds and what its 
limitations might be. R&W Scientific is not legally liable for 
erroneous geological conclusions drawn from data collected with 
PocketTransit. PocketTransit is not a substitute for geological field 
experience and proper geological training!

__________________________________________________________

Getting Started

PocketTransit is a tabbed app with five pages: Compass, Project, Map, 
Stereonet, and Theodolite. This document describes how to use the basic 
functions presented by each page.

Measurements will be organized into Projects. On first time use PocketTransit 
creates a project called “New Project”. If no project exists (for example if the 
user has deleted all projects) you will be prompted to create a project after 
making a measurement. 
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Getting Started – Compass

The Compass page mimics a traditional geological compass. 

Calibration:  The LED in the lower left of the page indicates the quality of 
the compass calibration. You should ensure that the LED is green before 
taking measurements. The compass can be calibrated by moving the 
smartphone in a figure-of-eight pattern until the LED turns green. 

Plane Measurements: Ensure the “Plane” radio button is active. Place the 
PocketTransit smartphone flat on the plane to be measured and press the 
Capture button. 

Line Measurements: Ensure the “Line” radio button is active. Place theP 
ocketTransit smartphone flat on the plane with its long axis aligned parallel 
to the lineation. Press the Capture button to make the measurement. 

Both Plane and Line measurements may be made simultaneously by 
checking both Plane and Line buttons. 

Lineation Sense

If a Line measurement has been made, the user will then be prompted to 
select the sense of the lineation – one of Up, Down, Unknown, or None. 

Confirmation Dialog

A confirmation dialog will then show a summary of the captured data. Press 
Save to save the displayed data to a project. 

If users prefer to skip the Confirmation step, the Confirmation dialog can be 
disabled in the Settings page. In this case the captured data will be saved to 
a project after pressing the Capture button (in the case of Plane-only 
measurements) or after selecting the Lineation sense (in the case of Line 
measurements).  

Data will be saved to the Active Project (see the Projects page).  The Active 
Project name is visible above the compass display, as is a summary of the 
data last saved to a project. 
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Settings

The Settings page is avaialable from the pull-down menu on the Compass 
page. 

Feedback

Sound-on-save and vibration-on-save settings can be controlled here. 

Note: Vibration-on-save is not available in PocketTransitLite for Sailfish due to pending 
support for the QtFeedback module in Jolla Harbour. 

Display

Here the user can:

• select strike/dip-azimuth display formats 

• select lat/lon or UTM display format

• toggle the Clinometer display on the Compass Page

• select the Clinometer lock angle. The clinometer position will be 
locked at values of Dip lower than the Clinometer lock angle. 

Capture

When Confirmation Dialog  is set to On, the user will be able review the 
captured data before saving to a project. When set to Of, the captured data 
are stored to project after pressing Capture (for plane-only measurements) or
after selecting the Lineation sense (for line measurements).

__________________________________________________________
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Getting Started – Projects

The Project page is where you 

 Make new Projects or open existing ones

 View, edit, or delete Project records

 Delete Projects

 Export Projects

Projects are selected by tapping the project item. The Active Project will be 
highlighted.

Create new project: Use the pull-down menu to create a new project.

Select active project: Tap the project to make it the active project. 
Measurements made on the Compass and Theodolite pages will be saved to 
the active project.

Delete project: Long-press the project and select Delete project.

Export project: Long-press the project and select Export project.

• The project filename and save directory will be displayed, and you will 
be asked to confirm export. Projects are exported in .csv format to  
/home/nemo/Documents/PocketTransit and have filenames of the form 
<Project-name>.png

Edit project: Long-press the project and select Edit project.

• The project name can be edited, and comment text can be added.

Project Records: Tap the arrow on the right of the active project to examine
the records of that project. 

• Record type is indicated by P (plane only), L (lineation only), PL 
(plane and lineation), T (theodolite).

• Data fields are indicated by S (strike), D (dip), P (plunge) and T 
(trend).
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• For Lineation records, the sense is indicated by the symobls (U,D,? 
and N) for Up, Down, Unknown and None respectively.

• Long-pressing the record lets you delete or edit the record. In edit 
mode, the Lineation sense can be edited, and comment text can be 
added to the record.

__________________________________________________________
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Getting Started – Map

The Map page allows you to visualize Project data on an OpenStreetMap 
background.  Measurement locations in the active project are displayed. 

Three icons are overlayed on the map: from the bottom left upwards they 
are:

• location icon – centre map on current GPS location

• fit to data – zoom and fit the map to the data in the current project

• uncertainty – show the GPS uncertainty as a red circle around the 
current GPS location

Note: The Map page is not active in PocketTransitLite for Sailfish due to pending support for 
the QtLocation module in Jolla Harbour.

__________________________________________________________
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Getting Started – Stereonet

The Stereonet page allows you to visualize Project data on a stereonet 
display.  Measurements from the active project, together with the current 
phone orientation, are displayed. 

The current phone orientation is indicated in blue, and the data from the 
current active project are indicated in red. 

The pull-down menu lets the user toggle the visiblity of the current phone 
orientation, and to export a snapshot of the stereonet. 

Stereonet snapshots are exported to /home/nemo/Documents/PocketTransit 
and have filenames of the form stereonet<date-and-time>.png

__________________________________________________________
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Getting Started – Theodolite

The Theodolite page allows you to measure vertical angles.  Potential 
geological uses include basic mapping, measuring a stratigraphic section, or 
measuring the shielding correction during sampling for cosmogenic nuclide 
dating.

Angle Measurements: With the smartphone in the vertical plane, sight 
along the top of its long axis.  To record the measurement,  long-press 
anywhere in the screen.

The active project being saved to, and the last saved measuremens are 
displayed under the live data (HA: horizontal angle; VA: vertical angle)

__________________________________________________________
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PocketTransit or PocketTransit Pro?

PocketTransit is an entry-level freeware version currently available for Sailfish
(Jolla), Meego (N9), and most Symbian Belle devices (including Belle Refresh 
and FP2). 

PocketTransit Pro is an enhanced version of PocketTransit that includes 
additional functionality including:

• user-defined record types

• waymarkers

• photo-records

• email export 

• display of strike, dip etc symbolically on map

• storage and display of measurement quality

• kinematic analysis

PocketTransit Pro is currently only supported on the iOS 8 platform. 
PocketTransit Pro requires a small co-payment by prospective users. 
Comments and suggestions for improvements to either PocketTransit or 
PocketTransit Pro can be sent to the developers via the PocketTransit website 
https://p  ockettransit  .wordpress.com/ or to pockettransit@gmail.com

https://pockettransit.wordpress.com/
https://pockettransit.wordpress.com/
https://pockettransit.wordpress.com/

